
 
 

‘CHRISTMAS IN MONTANA’ 
Synopsis 

 
With Christmas approaching, Sara (Kellie Martin), a Los Angeles-based financial advisor and 
widowed single mom, is sent to Big Fork, Montana, to help save a struggling cattle ranch from 
going out of business.  When she and her angst-ridden 12-year old daughter, Chloe (Ava Preston), 
arrive in the Christmassy small town, they meet Travis (Colin Ferguson), the ruggedly handsome 
owner of the troubled ranch now facing its last Christmas.  Having lost her Christmas spirit since 
her late husband’s passing, Sara immediately goes to work analyzing the business and searching 
for ways of cutting costs.  Before long, Sara’s ambitious efforts to increase revenue clash with 
Travis’ slow-paced approach to life and his refusal to give up the traditional way he’s been running 
the ranch, which includes an over-the-top Christmas celebration.  
 
Though initially frustrated by his laid-back work ethic and tendency to overlook lucrative business 
opportunities, Sara soon finds herself starting to appreciate the simple joys of Montana life and 
begins seeing things from Travis’ perspective, particularly when Chloe’s spirits are raised by the 
Christmas traditions at the ranch.  When they wind up enjoying a host of holiday festivities 
together, Sara and Travis begin falling for each other.  Meanwhile — for the first time since Sara’s 
husband’s passing — Sara and Chloe begin to embrace the Christmas spirit.  
 
But when her firm in Los Angeles pressures her to finish the job and return home before 
Christmas, Sara scrambles to find a way to save the ranch without compromising Travis’ 
traditional values.  As a hopeful strategy begins to formulate in her mind, she realizes she’s now 
in love with small-town life — and with Travis.  With Christmas Eve at hand, a torn Sara must 
decide whether she and her young daughter should return to the life they’ve known in Los Angeles 
or start a new life by spending Christmas in Montana.  
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